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Theoretical relations for excess properties, .iCE and .iHE, of liquid mixtures whose molecules 
are representable by convex bodies, were derived from Boublik's perturbation theory and semi
empirical equations for the pair distribution function of a reference system. A non-spherical 
Kihara potential is considered and the thickness of representative bodies is determined from 
a generalized Barker-Henderson's theory. Computed results for binary mixtures N2 + Ar. 
N2 + O2 , N2 + CH4 and benzene-cyclohexane are in reasonable agreement with the experiment. 

In the last few years, there has been a considerable development of perturbation theories as a tool 
for studying the liquid state. As it is well-known these theories are based on the selection of a re
ference system, usually related to a hard core potential, similar in some way to the real system. 
Once the distribution function of such a system is known, it is a simple matter to calculate the 
perturbation contribution to the Helmholtz energy. The usual reference system for monoatomic 
fluids is the hard sphere system which provides a physically reasonable model and its distribution 
function is fairly well-known. However, the selection of the potential and its split-up are not 
so clear for polyatomic fluids, since distribution functions depend on molecular orientations 
and are poorly known . 

One of the attempts to overcome these difficulties is due to Boublik1
• He assumes potentials 

where interactions depend only on the shortest distance between cores and uses a pair distribu
tion function averaged over all the orientations. Besides, several analytic expressions in agree
ment with Monte Carlo results are proposed for pair distribution functions. 

It came out that recently derived expressions for pure N 2 gave excellent results 1. On the other 
hand, simple expressions for distribution functions and very simple potentials, too, have been 
applied for mixtures of hard convex bodies with a thickness independent of temperature2

• 

The purpose of this work is to calculate excess properties, ~GE and ~HE, of some 
binary mixtures applying a realistic potential and taking into account thickness 
variation with temperature. 

THEORETICAL 

We consider a system made up of different types of molecules (1,2, ... ) not neces
sarily spherical. They interact through a Kihara potential with non-spherical core 
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and geometrical functionals volume, surface and (4ntl (mean curvature) are V;, Si 

a-nd R i , respectively. Following Boublikl, we define a reference system and that 
of representative hard bodies. 

According to Weeks-Chandler-Andersen theory (ref.4
), the perturbation and the 

reference potentials are: 

( 1) 

Q ;£ qij (2) 

where Q is the shortest distance between the Kihara cores, elj is the potential well 
depth for the species i andj, % is defined by 

(3) 
and 

u = u T + up. (4) 

The representative hard convex bodies are the parallel bodies with the distance dii 

from the Kihara potential cores. This thickness of hard convex bodies is computed 
from a generalization of Barker-Henderson relation3

, 

(5) 

The combining rule 

(6) 

is assumed to be valid. 
Boublik has shown4 that taking only the first term in a perturbation expansion, 

the Helmholtz energy of an actual system is given by 

(7) 
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where the superscript 0 refers to the system of representative hard convex bodies, n is 
the particle number density , Xi the mole fraction of component i, and 

(8) 

Let us now define hij(Q) as: 

(9) 

It has been found 2 that hilQ) may be given approximately by 

I () - A B Sij + 411:QR ij for 
1ij Q - ij + ij S 

i +Q+ j 

0 < g < bij (10) 

for g> bij 

with 

(i 1) 

(12) 

(13) 

Several expressions for the Helmholtz energy and the pair distribution function 

at contact are known; we use those derived by Boubliks. 

- -- = - - 1 In (1 - v) + --- + _....c:...-__ 
FO _ F* ( QS2) rs qs2 

NkT 9nv2 n(l - v) 9nv(1 - V)2 

where 

and for any functional: 
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It should be pointed out that in Eq. (7), the origin for the potential term is at the 
Kihara core while for the distribution function term is at surface of the representative 
hard convex bodies. Since these bodies are parallel to the cores, the relationship 
between the shortest distances is 

With this in mind, we define: 

so that the perturbation potential as a function of z is: 

ul'lz) = 

uflz) = 

and the equation (1) is writte~ as: 

-- = - -- + - L x·x·q .. s·· - g .. (e - d) S·+ +. dz + F - F* F
O 

- F* n { II 0 

NkT NkT 2kT i,j l J 1J 1J O'J 1J 1 Q J 

(19) 

(20) 

as long as Ll ij > 1, the most common situation. Carrying out the integration, we get 

aij (d 8) {3lj (2 9) ( 72) ] + 3 Vij -"3 + 2 bij -"5 + Yij bij - 11 - M , (22) 

where 

(23) 
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ctij = (Aij + 1) Pij (28) 

f3ij = nilAij + 1) + vilgilO) - 1 - Aij) (29) 

TABLE I 

Parameters of the Kihara Pair Potential and Geometric Functionals of Cores 

Substance N2 °2 Ar CH4 Benzene Cyc10hexane 

Ref. 10 10 

q, 10- 10 m 3·60 3·64 3·307 3·15 2·96 3·052 
(e/k), K 117 130 147-2 226 852·3 950·5 
Rc' 10- 10 m 0·2325 0·111 0·164 0·4974 1·167 0·853 
Sc, 1O~20 m2 0 0 0·338 1·38 14·22 3·42 
Vc' 10 - 30 m3 0 0·019 0·084 2·49 3·32 

TABLE II 

Excess Thermodynamic Functions for Equimolar Mixtures 

System Ar+ N2 N2 + CH4 N2 °2 C6 H6 + C6 H12 

T,K 84 91 77 298·15 

L\G~ale' J mol - l 60 197 41 375 

L\G~xp, J mol-I 34 141 42 360 

L\H;ale' J mol- I 43 157 119 339 

L\H;xp, J mol - 1 50 44 828 
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The main interest of Eq. (2) is that now we can obtain Helmholtz energy easily 
from the parameters and the thickness of representative hard convex bodies. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Eq. (22) has been applied to calculate'the excess thermodynamic functions of four 
binary mixtures Ar-N2 at 84 K, Nz-0 2 at 77 K, N 2-CH4 at 91 K and benzene-cyclo
hexane at 298·15 K. Parameters of the Kihara pair potential and the geometric 
functionals of assumed cores are given in Table 1. 

Combining rules 8ij = (8 ii8jj)1/2 and qij = t(qii + qjj) were considered and 
!'!..GE and !'!..HE calculated under assumption of !'!.. V E = o. 

Values of excess functions !'!..GE and !'!..HE of equimolar mixtures determined from 
Eq (22) (!'!..HE was calculated by numerical derivation) are compared with experi
mental data in Table II. 

Table II shows that the calculated value for !'!..HE and especially for !'!..GE agree 
fairly well with experiment. It is seen that systems of large complex ·molecules are 
described by the theory with similar degree of accuracy as systems of small nearly 
spherical molecules. This fact gives evidence in favor of considering the perturba
tion theory of convex molecules as proper tool of describing general systems of non
polar compounds. Deviations are due before all to the used combining rules and the 
oversimplified relations for the average correlation function. 

It appears that the use of more detailed description of intermolecular interactions 
does not result in an improve of the agreement in excess thermodynamic functions; 
this follows from the comparison with previous studies of one of the authors2. 
Therefore, it seems necessary to employ the more sophisticated relations for the 
average correlation functions (e.g. that of ref.4 ) and more complicated treatment 
including better combining rules for interaction parameters when seeking out im
provements in description of molecular mixture behaviour. 
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